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  BUSINESS ASSOCIATE POLICY 
 
It is WEBEX’s understanding that as a health plan, health care clearinghouse or a 

health care provider, a WebOffice subscriber (“Subscriber”) may be a covered entity 
(“Covered Entity”) under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 
(“HIPAA”).  As a Covered Entity, Subscriber may have certain obligations relating to the 
confidentiality of protected health information (“PHI”) that Subscriber is required to impose on 
Subscriber business associates (“Business Associates”).   

 
A Business Associate is any person that (1) provides services to a Covered Entity, (2) 

is not part of a Covered Entities’ workforce, and (3) provides services that involve the use or 
disclosure of individually identifiable health information obtained from a Covered Entity. 
 

WebEx Communications, Inc. (“WEBEX”), as a back-end provider of on-demand web 
meeting applications, is not a “Business Associate” as defined in the HIPAA legislation.  
WEBEX does not create, collect, compile or maintain PHI in any form that is relevant to the 
WEBEX service.  WEBEX has no interest in PHI and PHI does not directly impact the 
provision of goods or services by WEBEX.         
 

WEBEX may, as part of a purchased service and/or at the option of the customer, 
provide the customer the ability to record its meetings and/or store content thereof.  However, 
in providing these services, WEBEX may not access any PHI as such information is 
controlled, maintained and protected programmatically and schematically by Subscriber.  
Because either (a) PHI is physically inaccessible to WEBEX, and/or (2) WEBEX’s functions, 
activities, or services do not involve the use or disclosure of PHI, and any access to PHI by 
WEBEX is incidental, WEBEX is not considered a Business Associate under HIPAA.   
 

Nevertheless, in order to alleviate any concerns Subscriber may have that WEBEX 
might be considered a Business Associate, WEBEX will maintain certain standards of privacy 
in its use or disclosure of any PHI (if any) pursuant to the following terms.   
 

These permitted uses, disclosures and standards of privacy will be executed by 
WEBEX according to the following terms: 
 

1. Permitted Uses by WEBEX 
 

a. WEBEX may use PHI it receives in its capacity as a Business Associate (i) 
for the proper management and administration of WEBEX, or (ii) to carry out 
its legal responsibilities. 

 
b. WEBEX may disclose such information (i) for the proper management and 

administration of WEBEX or (ii) to carry out its legal responsibilities if one of 
the following two conditions is met:   

 
i. the disclosure is required by law, or 

 
ii. WEBEX has reasonable assurance from the person receiving the 

PHI that the information will be held confidentially and used or further 
disclosed only as necessary to comply with the law or for the 
purposes for which it was disclosed to the person, and the person 
agrees to notify WEBEX of any breach of the confidentiality of the 
information of which the person is aware.  
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2. WEBEX Obligations 
 

a. WEBEX will 
 

i. use appropriate safeguards to ensure that PHI will not be used or 
disclosed outside of the scope of the applicable service agreement; 

 
ii. limit use or disclosure of PHI to situations as specifically permitted by 

or required by the applicable service agreement or as required by 
law; 

 
iii. report any known use or disclosure of the PHI that is not provided for 

under the applicable service agreement;  
 

iv. ensure that all of its agents with whom it shares information agree to 
the same restrictions and conditions as WEBEX with regard to the 
use of any PHI; 

 
v. make available, as reasonably practicable, necessary information for 

purposes of providing an accounting of disclosures to an individual 
as required by law; 

 
vi. make relevant internal policies, books, and records available to the 

Secretary of Health and Human Services (the “Secretary”) so that the 
Secretary can ensure that WEBEX is in compliance with HIPAA; and 

 
vii. destroy or return all PHI at termination of the applicable services 

agreement.  If returning or destroying is not possible, then WEBEX 
will limit further uses and disclosures to those purposes that make 
the return or destruction of the information infeasible. 

 
3. Covered Entity Obligations 

 
a. Subscriber will: 

 
i. inform WEBEX of any restrictions as to the use or disclosure of PHI 

received from Subscriber;  
 

ii. notify WEBEX of any changes in its access or permission to use or 
disclose PHI; and 

 
iii. not request WEBEX to use or disclose PHI in any manner that would 

not be permissible if used or disclosed by Subscriber.  
 

4. Effect of Termination or Expiration of a Services Agreement 
 

a. Except as provided in subsection (ii) below, upon termination of the 
applicable service agreement, for any reason, WEBEX shall destroy or return 
all PHI received from Subscriber.  This provision shall apply to PHI that is in 
the possession of subcontractors or agents of WEBEX.   

 
b. In the event that the return or destruction of PHI is infeasible, WEBEX shall 

provide Subscriber with notification of the conditions that make the return or 
destruction infeasible.  In addition, WEBEX further agrees to extend any and 
all protections, limitations and restrictions contained in the applicable services 
agreement to the use and disclosure of any retained PHI.   

 


